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FROM MRS. TEMPLE
“O Lord, you are my God;
I will exalt you; I will praise your
name,
for you have done wonderful things,
plans formed of old, faithful and
sure.”
- Isaiah 25:1

Join with me in a journey back to 1998. The campus we now
know was far different when I arrived to assume the position
of elementary principal. To be exact, there were about 200
students with one section of each grade level ranging of 2028 students per class. There were two main educational buildings (Primary and Founders Hall) with a double wide trailer
serving as the administration building. My ofﬁce was dead
center of the trailer with no windows and just enough room
for two people to turn around in. The ﬁelds were primarily
dirt with some grass in the outﬁeld. The entry and exits for
campus were reversed causing trafﬁc calamity. There was no
security fencing and very little shade on campus. God was in
the midst of the ministry and amazingly dedicated faculty and
families had built a wonderful community.

God reveals His vision
Fast forward a couple years and a vision began to unfold.
The campus would have security fencing, the ﬁelds and playgrounds would be shaded and grassy. The buildings would
begin to have some pampering and the physical classrooms
upgraded in equipment. Teacher wish lists would move from
requesting brooms and cleaning supplies to educational
resources beyond curriculum. The vision would continue to
grow with PVCP forging the trail as the ﬁrst accredited ACSI
elementary school in the north valley in 2002 (PVC became
PVCP noting the rigor of the program from the overall arduous self-examination process) followed by contiguous joint

accreditations moving forward. God was in the midst of the
ministry and provided the vision.
The additional development of Phase 1 in 2007 expanded the
campus by over 45,000 square feet with athletic, educational,
and administrative space. Two years later, in 2009 the upper
school was added during the recession stabilizing all teaching
positions when most private schools were downsizing. God
was in the midst of the execution of the vision!
Central to all the wonderful changes and growth over the
years there remains some constant core values that are intentionally guarded. These core values include maintaining quality
faculty and educational rigor, unwavering commitment to the
founders’ vision to honor and glorify God ﬁrst and foremost
in pursuit of the ministry (thank you Barb and Bob Fraley) ,
and fervor for the intentional nurturing of both the spiritual
and intellectual minds of the students. God forever reigns in
the midst of the ministry.

Don’t Miss Home for the Holidays on December 2!
Remembering PVCP’s roots

guest. Tickets are available through www.pvcp.org.

Paradise Valley Christian Preparatory’s annual dinner and
auction, a tradition started decades ago, has long been a vital
component of PVCP’s fundraising plan. This year, the school
will take a look back at its roots and reﬂect on the many
individuals whose faith launched, sustained, and today inspires
Paradise Valley Christian Preparatory as the school continues
to bring up children in biblical truth nearly 44 years after its
founding.

If you cannot attend the auction, there are still plenty of
ways you can get involved, from donating or helping procure
quality items for the silent and live auction to assisting with
set up and tear down before and after the event. Contact Jan
McInnis in the ofﬁce at jmcinnis@pvcp.org to learn how you
can help.

Live Auction Item Sneak Peak
Looking towards the future
Did you know that your tuition dollars do not cover all of
PVCP’s expenses? As the largest fundraiser of the year, the
auction is critical to bridging the gap between tuition dollars
and operational costs. In other words, the success of the
auction allows PVCP to keep tuition as low as possible for
families. Moreover, funds secured at the auction allow PVCP
to strategically chart its future, with God’s guidance, as the
administration continually seeks God’s direction.

• One Week at the Mauna Lani Palm Villas
Resort in Hawaii
• Week-long ski getaway to Lake Tahoe
over the MLK holiday

What’s my role?

• Three days and two nights with golf and
airfare, at the PGA National Resort & Spa
in Palm Beach, FL

PVCP families are encouraged to participate in the auction
several different ways, ﬁrst and foremost by purchasing tickets. Because this is a fundraising event, families are encouraged to think strategically about who they know who has a
heart for Christian education to join them at the auction as a

• Oregon getaway, Monterey vacation,
sportscaster experience with Ron Wolﬂey, a
drone, sports memorabilia, and more!

A Special Thanks to PVCP’s Auction Sponsors:

A time to rejoice
Join me in rejoicing and acknowledging God’s favor and
blessings on PVCP. It is only in and through Him that we
celebrate the past and eagerly look to the future vision for
PVCP. I hope you can join us on December 2 for “Home
for the Holidays” where we will have a unique opportunity to
celebrate God’s provision to PVCP through the years!

Home for the Holidays
December 2, 2017 | 5:30 - 9:30 p.m. | Ticketing info at www.pvcp.org
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LOWER SCHOOL
CONGRATS,
MRS. NOLAND!
PVCP’s inaugural members of the National Honor Society, launched in the spring of 2017

PVCP Scores Highest Ranked Non-denominational Christian
K-12 in Arizona
Online school ranking website Niche has released its 2018
Best Schools listing with Paradise Valley Christian Preparatory
receiving several top honors. This year, PVCP was named the
number one “Best Christian High School in Maricopa County” and the number four “Best Private K-12 in Arizona.” The
fourth place ranking makes PVCP the top non-denominational Christian K-12 school in Arizona.
PVCP’s Niche rankings this year include:

#1
#1
#2
#4
#3
#3

Christian High School in Phoenix Area
Christian High School in Maricopa County
Christian High School in Arizona
Best Private K-12 in Arizona
Best Private K-12 in Phoenix Area
Best Private K-12 in Maricopa County

According to Niche, rankings combine “rigorous analysis with
authentic reviews to highlight the best places to live and go to
school.” This holistic approach includes school-speciﬁc data
from the National Center for Education Statistics, rankings
of colleges that graduates attend, test scores, and parent and
student surveys.
PVCP Head of School Sheryl Temple shared that the rankings conﬁrm what PVCP faculty have long witnessed in the
classroom. “The students at Paradise Valley Christian Preparatory demonstrate a capacity for academic rigor that is
unparalleled for their age. From the time students set foot on
campus, they’re taught not just facts and ﬁgures, but how to
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reason and think critically, all within a truth-centered biblical
framework.”
Survey responses also indicate that parents, students, and
alumni are happy with their overall experience at PVCP, with
one respondent stating, “I have a very supportive community
of teachers and peers.” Another respondent shared that the
use of the Socratic method “pushes students to engage in
topics and [apply] a Christian worldview.”

4th Grade Teacher Recognized
by Arizona Geographic Alliance
On August 26, Mrs. Noland presented a lesson entitled “Look
Who Lives in the Desert: Exploring the Diversity of AZ Land
and Wildlife” before the Arizona Geographic Alliance. Not
only did Mrs. Noland receive the acclaim of her peers with
her engaging presentation, she has now been named a “Teacher Consultant” for the organization.

The importance of a geographically literate
population
The purpose of the Arizona Geographic Alliance, which is
funded through grants from the National Geographic Society,
is to strengthen geography education in Arizona. The AGA
further seeks to encourage a culture that uniquely brings out
creativity, passion, and excitement in teaching. The organization is noted for providing quality educational resources and
relevant professional development opportunities.

Representing a Christian worldview
Mrs. Noland sees her role as an AGA Teacher Consultant
as a means of sharing her knowledge and helping to train
teachers to incorporate geography in their classrooms. She
will do this through the development of additional lessons
and trainings. But more importantly, just as PVCP seeks to
train students to be influential for Christ in whatever field
God places them, Mrs. Noland would like to see God use her
new role to present a Christian worldview in an area where
such a perspective might not always be present. „I want a
Christian worldview to be represented in the public arena of
education,‰ shared Mrs Noland.
Join PVCP in extending a warm congratulations to Mrs.
Noland for her accomplishments inside and outside the
classroom!

Kindergartners express gratitude at
local ﬁre station
In September, the kindergarten students
visited Phoenix Fire Station #27 on a ﬁeld
trip. Not only did the students learn about an
exciting career, get to practice spraying water
through a ﬁre hose, and climb inside a ﬁre
truck, but they also learned the importance
of showing gratitude and thanking those who
serve the community.
Thank you, Station #27, for hosting PVCP’s
kindergarten students and for working to protect our community!
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PVCP Seventh Grade Science Teacher Mr. Nadolny
Reflects on a Week of Hands-On Learning at the
Catalina Island Marine Institute
For more than two decades, students at Paradise Valley Christian Preparatory have looked forward to their seventh grade
year and the anticipated trek to Catalina Island, California, for
a week of intensive learning and study of marine biology.

They will know you by your love

Lasting memories and experiential learning
The water wasn’t as clear as in past years, but we were still
enjoying seeing the garibaldis, opal eyes, and the other ﬁsh
which live in the Fox Landing cove at Catalina Island. Then,
suddenly, somebody shouted, “Eagles!” We all looked up from
our snorkeling to see the pair of
bald eagles ﬂying nearby. Soon,
one began spiraling downward, then went into a drive. It
grabbed a ﬁsh—a ﬁsh already
in the mouth of a sea lion. The
battle was brief but exciting. As
the eagle ﬂew off with its ﬁsh
our instructor began chanting, “U.S.A., U.S.A.” Everyone
joined in for a short time, then
returned to exploring the underwater world.

“

As the days passed, it became clear to everyone at Fox Landing that PVCP students are different from the others. Our
students were distinguished by their willingness to help others.
One group of very small sixth graders from California would
still be trying to get their kayaks out of the ocean if our
students hadn’t come to their rescue. I heard from everyone
at the camp about how wonderful our students are. I heard
it from the kitchen staff (our students swept the buffet line
after every meal and were noticeably quieter than the others in
the dining hall). I heard it from
the ofﬁce staff and from our
instructors. The students took
their responsibility to witness
to Christ seriously and did so
through their actions.

The students took
their responsibility to witness
to Christ seriously and did so
through their actions.

UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL
WITH GOD’S CREATION

CATALINA ISLAND ‘17
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Kayaking, snorkeling, learning
about marine biology, are the
standard fare at CIMI (Catalina Island Marine Institute)
but the eagle’s battle for the
ﬁsh was special. Every year I
look forward to the seventh
grade trip to CIMI. Every year
something unique happens and
creates a memory for everyone.
The students enjoy this handson adventure and the chance
to challenge themselves in new
ways. Touching sharks, chasing
rays, feeding moray eels, and
examining tidal pools are just
some of the activities they experienced. Everyone took a turn
on the giant swing which tests those who fear heights. In the
predawn hours, the boys and I explored the camp in darkness, studied the constellations, and saw many meteors. In the
“Pirate’s Cave,” the boys found a bat and one of the Noahs
learned that heads are softer than rocks.

“

It was a wonderful week for me
getting to know the students on
a personal level and challenging
them to try new things. We rotated tables at every meal to give
everyone a chance to spend time
with each of the chaperones (all
of whom did a fantastic job).
This gave everyone the opportunity to share their stories and
experiences. At night, cabin time
was brief, as everyone needed
to sleep after active days, but
allowed for a little more discussion of the day’s activities.

The Santa Anna Winds on
Thursday night gave us the
roughest ferry ride back to the
mainland I ever experienced.
There were seasick passengers
lying face down on every deck.
Our students (and some chaperones) also suffered. Fortunately,
they recovered quickly and the
bus ride home provided a pleasant end to our week of travel.
Happily for the chaperones and teacher, all the parents were
waiting at the school when the bus arrived late Friday night—
or rather, early Saturday morning.
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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Headmaster’s List

SENIOR REFLECTIONS
SYDNEY NIXON SHARES THE LASTING
IMPACT OF FOURTEEN YEARS AT PVCP
Enhanced in faith, academics, and relationships
After fourteen years at Paradise Valley Christian Preparatory,
my time is coming to an end. I am in my senior year of high
school and college is just around the corner. Throughout this
year, as I am preparing to leave the wonderful Christian community that I have called home since preschool, I ﬁnd myself
looking back to see how PVCP has enriched my life. PVCP
has made me the person I am today and enhanced my life in
the areas of faith, academics and relationships.

Discovering what matters
PVCP instilled within me a love of learning and a love for
God. I was afforded a top notch education where I also
discovered Christianity. From Bible class every day to chapel
every week, my knowledge of the Lord continually expanded.
In second grade, the teacher recounted that Jesus died on the
cross to save me from my sin. I sat listening as she described
Jesus’ love for me and how I could embrace this incredible
gift. That was the day I invited Jesus into my heart.

Inspired to examine God’s creation
In ﬁrst grade, my teacher decorated the room like a rainforest
and students eagerly discovered the plants and animals that
lived there. We even had a tadpole collection in our class and
watched as they grew and developed. It was incredible! I can
still vividly remember how excited I was. Third grade was my
favorite year of lower school. We studied anatomy, and the
teacher dressed up like a crazy scientist and dissected specimens for us to examine, including a sheep’s brain and a cow’s
eye. To this day, I still recall how curious and intrigued we
were throughout the dissections. We were eager to get in on
the action, but as small children, we were sadly only permitted
to dissect worms. In middle and upper school I was thrilled to
ﬁnally dissect more complex creatures.

Increased love for reading
PVCP has increased my love of reading as well. At the end
of middle school and on throughout upper school, we read
and discussed some amazing books. Year after year, the books
built upon previous knowledge and expanded our intellectual
capacities. Books and topics are examined in multiple classes,
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giving a sense of the interrelatedness of the disciplines. We
have discussions and Socratic seminars about topics in our
readings not only in English, but in History and Bible as well.

Expanded critical reasoning and thinking
PVCP emphasizes examining one’s thinking. The teachers
push students to test their beliefs. This is especially true in
Bible classes. In addition to the general Bible classes we take,
I studied apologetics and learned how to defend my faith. In
11th grade, students assessed other religions and examined
historical Christianity, equipping us for college and beyond.

Fostering appreciation for language and culture
At PVCP, I was exposed to other languages and cultures and
also developed wonderful relationships. In lower and upper
school I learned Spanish, and in middle school I studied Latin.
I discovered that I love learning new languages and about the
cultures of the people who speak them. In upper school, I
was blessed to establish relationships with people from very
diverse backgrounds. While the international students learn
English and about American culture, we in turn learn from
them. I fostered some of my most wonderful friendships at
PVCP, some of whom I have known since preschool and
many of whom live in other continents. Because of this, I
intend to study abroad in college. It is wonderful to have the
opportunity to go to school with friends who love me and
love God. Students and teachers alike care for me, push me to
do my best, and to pursue excellence in all things.

Established in the faith and ready for the future
Fourteen years at Paradise Valley Christian Preparatory has
strengthened my faith, pushed me to excel in academics, and
provided me with lasting relationships. All the time and effort
my teachers poured into me has molded me into the person
I am today. I desire to continue my education and deepen
my knowledge of God at a Christian university. What I have
learned will provide a solid base for my future educational
career in whatever I choose to pursue. PVCP has enriched my
life in so many ways and thoroughly prepared me for success
in college and beyond, and I could not be more grateful.

The following students have met the academic criteria to be included in the Headmaster’s List for the ﬁrst quarter of the 20172018 school year. The Headmaster’s List recognizes students who maintain all A’s in core subjects and receive S’s for satisfactory
performance in their conduct.

Sixth Grade
Wendy Bell
Kennedy Darnell
Marie Fox
Kaylee Henthorn
Margaret Johnson
Abigail Kennedy
Daniel McPherson
Natalie Miller
Shelby Phillips
Andrew Van Dam
Seventh Grade
Waverly Bagley
Abigail Broadwater
Noah Greeley
Evan Johnston
Noah Larson

Noah Lindblade
Sarah Neamtu
Kara Seidemann
Abigail Smith
Emma Smith
Marissa Valenzuela
Mia Valenzuela
Eighth Grade
Lana Burgos
Blake DelGhiaccio
Jason Gradin
Samuel Kennedy
Carissa Kresin
Allison Miller
Jaeden Nagai
Sasha Patschke
Connor Roe

Ninth Grade
Aiden Smith
Stephen Vaught
Tenth Grade
Kendal Baranski
William De Trana
Sakura Eguchi
Jolie Falcon
Ethan Grosso
Chloe Kennedy
Daniel Lopez
Joshua Marsh
Ruchelle Paquette
Nathan Van Dam
Eleventh Grade
Arie Brown
Carlie Brown
Zoie Brown

Christopher Buzea
Michael Dobos
Charles Jeffries
Aliyah Marsh
Twelfth Grade
Nicole Dean
Rachel Falcon
Zachary Harper
Sadie Hayes
Kevin Liu
Sydney Nixon
Annabelle Noland
Mariana Silveira
Hannah Sarmento
Wilson Xiao
Leonardo Castro

Honor Roll
The following students have met the academic criteria to be included in the Honor Roll for the ﬁrst quarter of the 2017-2018
school year. The Honor Roll recognizes students who maintain all A’s and B’s in core subjects and receive no U’s for unsatisfactory
performance in their conduct.

Sixth Grade
Lydia Bell
Emma DelGhiaccio
Isaac Engelhardt
Sydney Helton
Michael Ilioi
Obinna Izuegbunam
Alana Lofy
Seventh Grade
John Antolik
Melissa Dobos
Faithlyn Endicott
Jessica Isbell
Christopher Martin

James Peterman
Kailey Rawdon
Taylor Turk
Emily Watt
Mark Yee
Eighth Grade
Gannon Aguilar
Katelyn Charpentier
Olivia D’Ortenzio
James Dundas
Ikenna Izuegbunam
Daniel Lewis
Jaxon Phillips
Connor Roe

Natalie Scrivo
Chloe Seltzer
Miranda Waters
Mary Wheeler
Jenna Youngs
Ninth Grade
Aidan Carlier
Justin Lu
Tenth Grade
Joel Harper
Christina Li
Atzy Lopez-Avila
Thatcher Swartz
Micah Utz
Madelayne Watt

Eleventh Grade
Mia D’Ortenzio
Matthew De Trana
Amyrebecca Gaddam
Kaden Kennedy
Twelfth Grade
Javi Cabrera
Dat Doan
Daniel Discua-Soto
Joshua Discua-Soto
Shione Hasegawa
Jeff Nasongkla
Lam Pham
Tor Sena
Cecilia Harris
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DATES TO REMEMBER
November

December

3

$2 Jeans Day

1

$2 Jeans Day

6

6th and 7th Grade Headmaster’s List Breakfast at
8:15 a.m.

2

“Home for the Holidays” Dinner and Auction

7

8

Christmas Program, 6:30 p.m.

8th Grade Headmaster’s List Breakfast at 8:15 a.m.

8

15

7th-12th Pre-Finals Review

9th-11th Grade Headmaster’s List Breakfast at
7:45 a.m.

18-20 7th-12th Finals

9

12th Grade Headmaster’s List Breakfast at 7:45 a.m.

21

10

White Chapel,
½ Day, End of 2nd Quarter, No EDC

No School, No EDC - Veterans Day Observed

17

22

Christmas Break Begins

Midterm, Band Concert at 7 p.m.

22-24 No School -Thanksgiving Break
29

January
8

School Resumes

19

Shine Kickoff Chapel

Math by Mail Testing

Home for the Holidays - December 2
Secure your tickets online today at www.pvcp.org

White Christmas Chapel

Project SHINE Kickoﬀ Chapel

Remember to stop by the oﬃce after
Thanksgiving break to take a tag oﬀ the
PVCP Angel Tree to support a PVCP family
in need this Christmas.

All parents are encouraged to join us at
the SHINE kickoﬀ chapel on January 19 at
10:20 a.m. to learn how they can support
their children in their SHINE service project.

PARADISEVALLEYCHRISTIAN.ORG

